Tiki has a very helpful and dedicated community that in most of the case is able to provide free support for our Free / Libre / Open Source Web Application Platform to users or webmasters having a little background and understanding on how to setup or configure a website. Tiki is very powerful and with so many features and options, specific cases, deadlines or environments may require more than the community support.

Aware of such, we came forward and create a network of Tiki Consultants (or service providers) that can help others the best possible way. Their skills, the fact that they are part to the Tiki project and their diversity enable our network to provide a very wide variety of services. Tiki consultants help clients, organization or company to plan, strategize, execute: Tiki setup, site design, branding, development, social network implementation, deployment, migration, ongoing support, etc. Our consultants can also train and get your team up to speed on using Tiki to maintain and update your site as needed.

Utilizing Tiki consulting services allows many developers to keep collaborating and participating on every step of the Tiki project. Yes ! Working for you is providing an outstanding and unique source of reports and experiences to share back with in the Tiki Community. This is how Tiki is growing and continue to offer more and more adapted solutions for real world usage.

If you are providing services for Tiki, please submit your candidacy as Tiki consultant.
| Troubleshooting & Configuration | Upgrade & Maintenance | Wiki & Knowledge Database |
Consultants highly involved and contributing in the Tiki Project

Note: The inclusion of any company or individual in the program does not constitute an endorsement of any kind.

**Jonny Bradley** (jonnybradley)

Tiki Consultant

Spoken Language(s):
Location: 🇬🇧 United Kingdom

I have been contributing to Tiki for several years and recently the majority of my work has been for the project.

I specialise in user interface development but have been known to tackle most areas within Tiki.

**Key skills:**

- PHP and Smarty
- JavaScript (jquery, ckeditor and others)
- CSS
- Not finishing biographies

 jonny at tiki.org

- Consulting & Project Management
- Development & Customisation
- E-commerce & Financial
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